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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW   
January 26, 2019 
 
PATRICK REED  ( -9) 
 
 
PATRICK REED:  Jordan and I are still really good friends.    
 
Q.  It looked like you were waiting for a fist bump and he brought it in, that was kind of 
what it looked like a little bit.  
 
PATRICK REED:  Well, we already said hi earlier this week a lot of times.  You know, the 
big thing with us today was to try to go out and feed off of each other and kind of get back to, 
you know, every other time we seem to play with each other during stroke play events is we 
both seem to kind of play better golf and get going.   
 
You know, after the start, I thought I was definitely going to be going in that direction, but 
there's a lot of things I need to work on, I need to tighten up the driver a little bit, get the ball 
in play and in the fairway because it's hard playing out of this rough.  Because of that, I 
wasn't able to give myself a lot of birdie looks.  Instead, I was having to scramble a lot.  
Good thing I was able to make a lot of putts and hit some good chips because it could have 
been bloody out there. 
 
Q.  You had three par putts over 15 feet.  Did I miss one? 
 
PATRICK REED:  No. 
 
Q.  It's got to be an upside, isn't it? 
 
PATRICK REED:  That's the thing is my putting seemed to save me today.  My putting and 
my chipping seem to be pretty solid.  Really, when I looked back at the round as I was 
playing throughout the day, my draws just weren't quite drawing and my cuts weren't cutting 
off the tee.  So when I was hitting a draw, I seemed to be in the right rough, and when I was 
hitting a cut, just seemed to barely be in the left rough.  So if I get those lines just kind of 
matched up a little better and play from the short grass, those are the ones I'll be able to 
attack and make birdies on.  You know, I know I'm putting well; now I just need to make sure 
I get it in play so I can have more looks. 
 
Q.  Have you and Jordan ever talked about what you said afterwards and what 
happened over at the Ryder Cup? 
 
PATRICK REED:  Literally when we got off the plane it was old news and we all moved on 
from there, so not really.  I mean, it's really nothing.  Jordan and I, we've moved on.  We're 
now just out here trying to play some good golf and trying to feed off of each other as well as 
just trying to go out and shoot low numbers. 
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Q.  What's the longest you've let anything linger besides this question apparently? 
 
PATRICK REED:  Two minutes, three minutes.  I don't really let anything linger.  Usually 
after it happens, it's over with and we move on.  The thing about golf is you have to have a 
really short-term memory, not only in the golf world but also in the business world and also in 
the media. 
 
Q.  What's the worst loss you've ever suffered in your mind? 
 
PATRICK REED:  Worst loss? 
 
Q.  Or not win.  
 
PATRICK REED:  I don't know.  Honestly, I haven't really thought about what the worst loss 
was. 
 
Q.  Just in terms of what stings you and for how long, that's all I was getting at. 
 
PATRICK REED:  I would probably say Valspar this year.  I was at Valspar, I felt like I 
played that last hole perfectly.  Felt like I hit a great drive, felt like I hit the iron shot exactly 
how I wanted to hit it.  A foot farther and that ball stays up on top, doesn't come back down 
the ridge.   
 
For it to come back down the ridge and kind of get around -- still on the green but around the 
fairway, you know, just a bummer it ended that way, especially with the way how I felt I was 
playing.  I mean, I moved on from that and I just learned from that experience.  If I had that 
position again, you just have to learn from it and be a little more aggressive, I guess.  
 


